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fanners so that the impact ofthe project could be identified, But it
is not possible to havc comparable non-contact fanncrs from the
arca since majority of the relatively large, bctter educated and
modem fanners was already selected as contact fanners.
Therefore, non-contact fanners arc of traditional type and
relatively poor in respect offann size and education etc" whe,e as
such factors have high correlations with crop yield, cropping
pattem, innovation and family labour usc etc. The problem of
evaluation further deteriorates because of the fact that contact
fanncrs are generally already knowledgeable and advanced which
makes it verY difficult to differentiate bctween their own cfforts in
acquiring modcm fanning knowledge and the effectiveness of
extension agent's efforts. Again the qucstion arises that how
should we draw a sample of the fanners from the project area
which could provide a basis for right evaluation of the impact of
the project,
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ABSTRACT

We propose an estimator that is more efficient than the ratio estimator
and, under certain conditions, than Ray and Sing's (1981) estimator up to
the first dcgree approximation, The mean squarc error (MSE) is also
studied by using the two phase sampling technique,
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INTRODUCTION

Let a sample of size n bc drawn by simple random sample (SRS) from a
population of size N, Two variables, y and x, are measured on each

- -
member of the samplc, giving means Y and x; the corresponding

• population means are Yand

difference-cum-ratio-type
X, Ray and

estimator
Singh

for

(1981 )
y,

proposed a

namely
- -}< -w - -

Y, = (y+ x - X )(X I x) in which w is the weight. Along the same

I ines we propose an estimator
- - - - -w+l -w+!
yj=(y+xIX-x IX )(Xlx)whieh seems 10 be an

"

,

\

Improvement over ratio estimator y I' = (y Ix) X as well as over

y" under suitable certain for w. Our estimator yJ includes Ihe spccial

case of YI' when \\ =' 0, and for w = :!:,v, two classes of ratio-typc



I,
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Where

Let

- 2Yw(f I n){pC"C, - C;} (3)

For finding the optimum value of w. we differentiate (3) W.c.tw and gel.

wOP' = Y(C -I),whereC = pC, IC,

pulling the value of W"pt in (3), we get

MSE(Y) =Y'(fln)[f"" +C' -2pC C )+,-" IC -1}'C'J ()PI '. .'t-Y x y 'x VJ'-~.l'.\' .'_

_2fJ' IC _11f-", C _C2}~1\Ply x flPLv;r: :<:1
=S;(fln){l-p2i

Improvement over ratio and ratio-type estimator 2~

= y' E~o -,;, - ';0';' +',;,' }' + w' E~, + (w -1)/2,;t'}'
- f< ,1f< <"-2YwE~o -,;, -';0';' +,;, %, +(w-I)/2", j

= Y' E~; +,;,' - 2,;0';,}+ w' E~,' }- 2YwE~o';;-;i }
= Y'(jln){C: +C; -2pCyCJ+w2(flnlC;

Whieh is equal to the corresponding expression for the linear regression
estimator and is less than that for the ratio estimator Y r

PUlling w=O and w= :t 1/2 in (2) and (3). we get the following Bias and

MSEs of Y,and, y),and y)" where y],and Yi2are for \V = 1/2 and
w = -112 respectively.
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We assume that sample size is large enough so as to make I';" I and I';, I
small. Let uS now solve the estimator y I for Bias and MSE by using the

first degree approximation (i.e. up to the terms of order n"),
_ _ - - -w+l - -
Yj=(Y+x/X-X leX/x) (1)

., N -2
Sy' = L(Y, - Y) /N -l,j = (N - n)1 N, p = S" I 5,S",

:=1
N N N

Sry = L (X; -X)(Y, - f)/[L(X, - X)'L(Y' - f)']'"
:,-,1 !=\ i=l

-2 -2 N -
C'=S'IY C'=S2/X S'=~(X-X)'/N-ly y l :C. x ~ x L..J I

';0 = (y - Y)I Y,;, =(x - X)I X,E(U = E(;,) = 0
::. ~. 2 2-E(;" )=(fln)C,. ,E(;, )=(fln)C, ,E(;o;') = (fln)pCyC,

estimators are obtained. Before making a comparison, we define the

tollowing.

24

•

or
-- - -

Y
I

=y(X/x)-(x/X)W +1

=Y(l +,;,,)(l+,;,r' _(l+,;,)W +1

= Y + f (';0 -,;, - ,;",;, +,;,') - [w,;, +w(w - I)12';,']
By using the above results. Bias and MSE is given below

Bias (y) = Ely I - Y]
= YE~o -,;, - ';0';' + ,;,'}- WE~1 + (w -1)/ 2';,')

= (f /n){Y(C; - pCyC,)-w(w -1)/2C; l
MSE (y j) = E[y I - f]'

(2)

SAMPLING BIAS

Bias (y,)=Y(fln){c: 'pC/:,}
Bias (Yn) = YU I n){c; - pCyc,}+ 1/8(/ I n)C;

Bias CY'2) = Y(f I n){c: - pC'/', }- 3/8(f III)C;

and also from Ray and Singh (1981 ')

B,as (y ) = >\/1 tI){C; p('yC, }- 5 i 8(/ /n).\"'\.;
---_ ..- •..._-- . --_._-_._-_._--------_._. __ ._---~_ ..+-

B'as U,.)= i'Ulnlt';. pC"e,}+ 7/8(/ /II):\-"'C::

(4\

(51.,
(6)

(7)

(8)
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(16)

(18)

(19)

MSE (Yj,)<MSE(;',)!fC >1+1/(4Y)

and

JvtSE(y},)LMSE()/, )ifC<1 + (I - X-' )/~Y~ + XO, j

Improvement over ratio anti ratio-type e,'itima(or 27

- -= 0.47, Cx = 0.09, P = 0.29, X = 277.19, Y = 106.69.

By (9) and (I I)

MSE (Yj2) = MSE(y,) + II 4(j I n)C; + yer I n)vJC,C, - C;}

MSE (Yjl) < MSE(y,)ijC < ) -1/(4Y) (17)

- --
As 1/(4Y) is a small quantity so MSE (Yjl)and MSE (Yj2) are less

than MSE (y,.) under the conditions stated above.

Both quantities

- [ {-05} --1 -{ -05}J(1- X)I 4Y ) + X. und(l- X )/4Y I+ X.. are small,

therefore we have an improvement over estimators y, and y', under the
• d' .lbove con !lIOns.,
hamples

~IIcalculations are made by ignoring the sampling fraction.

~pulation I, from Coachran (1977, pp. 173, 196)

\' . 2 --r = 6409,S, =3898,p = 0.887,X = 44.45,Y = 56.47

lpulation 2, from Biradar and Singh (1992)

'l= 18.71,S.': = 12.50,S~ = 1377,p = 0.90,X = 5.66,Y = 7.47

ulation 3. from Murthy (1967, (33-4~), pp. 178)

" Also

, MSE(y jl )<MSE(y,)ijC> I + (I - X)/~Y~ + XO, ~

(14)

(IS)

(13)

(12)

(9)

COMPARISON
By (4) and (5)

Bias (y jl) = Bias(y r) + I /8(/ /1I)e;

lHias(y j\)1' < lHiaS(Y,)1' if Bias(y,) < 0

By (4) and (6)

Bias (y},) = Bias(y ,) - 3 /8(/ / /I)C;

lBias(y }2)1' < lHias(y, )12
if Bias(y,) <0

Similarly by (9) and (10)

MSE (y jl)= MSE(Yr)+1/4(/ / lI)e; - Y(f / lI)tpC"Cr -e;)

26 Javid SJ",bbir and Munir Akhtar

SAMPLING MEAN SQUARE ERROR (MSE)

MSE (y,) = y' (f / lI)tC~ + C; - 2{£yCx J
MSE (y}\)= r (f / /I)\c~+ C; - 2{£yC, J+ I/ 4(/ /II)C;

_Y(///I){pc'yC,-C,'1 (10)

MSE (Yj2)=r(f/n)\c~, +C; _2PC,CJ+I/4(f/n)C;

+ Y(/ / n)\pc:yC, -cx' I (II)

From Ray and Singh (1981), we have

\ISE (}J= Y' (/ / Ilk: + e; - 2pe ,C,J+ 1/ 4X(/ / /I)C;. .

)'( (I II)X" , \Pc/', - c,'I
MSb(y *')= Y' (f /n)t'; + e; - 2(£:,C, J+ 1/4(/ /n)X'\ C;

- -,,'IJ' '\
-Y(f/n)X ~,C,-C;I

i lr
I~~,

•
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In populations I and 2, the condition for inequalities (15), (17) and (19)
are satisfied whilst in populati~n 3, the rem~ining conditions (14), (!6) and •
(18) are nil filled.

Table 2: Condition values for the populations

For these three populations we also calculate the condition values in Table
2 for the conditions mentioned before

(21)

(23)

..

-x'
Let us define the estimator Y; like Yj (equation (I», just replacing Xby

Improvement over ratio and ratio-type estimator 29

first case we shall take a sample size n' to estimate X and then in second
"case a sub sample of it of size n(i.e. n < n') or another independent of it.

Let we define the following relations.

.;; = (:? -X)I X,E(.;,') = O,E(.;;')= (f' In')C;,f' I n' = (N -n')/(Nn')

E(,;o';', ) = (f'1 n')pCyCX, E(,;,,;', ) = (f' I n')Cx '] (20)

';o,;,E(';o),E(,;, ),E(,;;),E(,;,') have already defined be before.

Where x' is the first phase large sample mean based on n' units, x and
yare the second phase sample means based on n units.

Using the relation (20) in (21), we get

Y'j = y(l +';0)(1 +';]')(1 +,;, r] - [(I+,;,)W(l + ,;'] rw]+ 1

= r + rko -,;] + ,;2] + ,;',-,;,,;( - ';0';, + ';0';',]
-w[q. -,;',+(W+l)/2,;"]-w,;,,;,'+(W-l)/242,] (22)

Case (i) : When the second phase sample is a subset of first phase sample.
By using (20) and (22), the Bias and MSE of (21) to the first degree
approximation is given as

Bias (~'!}~E[y'j - yJ
,

'~r(I1n-I1n')[C; -pCyCJ

MSE(Y')=E~'j -yf
By using (22), we get

MSE <Y') ) = y2 E[,;; +,;" + ';'2] -240';, +240';\ -2';,,;']]

'. :Y'; = y(x' Ix) - (xl xY + 1

,II

'I

Javid Shabbir and Manir Akhtar

Biases pop.1 pop.2 pop.3 MSEs pop.1 pop.2 pop.3

Bias (Y,) 11.67 0.4850 -0.4445 MSE (Y,) 1466.24 4.15 2327.39

Bias (~, I L92 0.5338 -0.4435 MSE \';;./1) 1475.92 4.73 2326.95
. I' I

Bias l ,: '11 n 93 03385 -0.4476 MSE <:;;j2) 1455.06 3.76 2327.84• ,2

Bias (Y,) :1.46 -00958 -05288 MSE (y ) 1410.31 3.09 2334.79..

Bias cy',) 23.16 1.2982 -0.3366 MSE (Y',) 1544.07 5.32 2320.00

28
Results of these populations are given in Table 1.

Table I:Results of above three populations

Pop C=pCy/Cx 1+1/(4i') 1-1/(4i' 1+(I-T)/[4i'(1 +T"')I -.1 - -o.~
I+(I-X )/[4Y(1+X JI

1 0.90 LOO 0.99 0.97 LOO

2 0.84 L03 0.97 0.95 1.00

3 l.51 ioo LOO 0.96 LOO

For a large sample size. the effect of bias is negligible. We observed that
our proposed estimator effectively gives precision over ratio and, Ray and
Sing's estimator under certain conditions. So in that circumstances we
prefer our proposed estimator Y, .We also usc this estimator in two phase.
sampling.

TWO PHASE SAMPLING

In this sectIon, we shall evaluate the Bias and MSE of the proposed
estimator Y, (equation (1» when information on the auxiliary character
X IS unknown. ,Therefore it is cheaper to take a sample jn1<" cases. I"

•

I
I

I \
I
I••••••••• .,

J

••
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+w2E[;\ + ;,2,_2;,;\]_ 2fw[;0;, - ;0;\ -;\ + 2;,;\ _;'2,] (24)

"By using (20) in above equation, we get

MSE (y'j ) =[.'[(1/N -1/ n)C; + (II n -Ii n')C; - 2(11n-II n')PCyC.J .

+w2(1/n -1/ n')C; - 2fw(1/n -II n')[pC yCx - C;]

The optimum value is the same as we have calculated before i.e.

wop, = Y (C-I), where C= p Cy/Cx (25)

therefore by using (24) and (25), ,we have

MSE (y' j )op, = S~kVln -1/ N) - (II n -II n')p2] (26)

which is equal to the variance of double sampling linear regresslO.n

estimator

Case (ii) : when the second phase sample is independent of first phase

sample.

For independence, we use the following relation

E(;oq;) = E(q,;\ ) = 0

By using (20) and (22), we get the Bias and MSE as we have calculated

for Case (i)

Bias()" f) = fl(ll N -II n)lC; - pCycJ- w2(11 n+ II n'-21 N)C;
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"- -
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J

+ w2(1/ n + Iln'-21 N)C; - 2fw[(11 N -1/ n)pCyCx

- (11 n + 11n'-21 N)C;]

we get the optimum value of w by minimizing (28'

(28)
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+w2E[;\ + ;,2,_2;,;\]_ 2fw[;0;, - ;0;\ -;\ + 2;,;\ _;'2,] (24)
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